[Dynamic inversion recovery snapshot FLASH MRT of focal nodular hyperplasia of the liver].
11 lesions of focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) in 6 patients were studied by means of dynamic snapshot-FLASH MRI before and after bolus injection of Gd-DTPA. In addition, plain snapshot-FLASH images were compared with T1- and T2-weighted spin-echo (SE) images and with T1-weighted breathhold-FLASH images. Highest FNH-liver signal-difference-to-noise ratios were obtained with snapshot-FLASH followed by T2-SE. In all patients contrast-enhanced serial snapshot-FLASH demonstrated reliably the typical haemodynamic appearance of FNH known from dynamic computed tomography. Because of its high intrinsic lesion-liver contrast and high time-resolution dynamic snapshot-FLASH MRI may facilitate differential diagnosis of hepatic tumours.